Sociology and Social Science JAWS
Alice Smith School, Secondary Campus
14th - 15th June 2019 • 8.00am - 4.00pm

These workshops are designed for teachers of Sociology and other social sciences to share good practice. Some of the areas we hope to cover include:

- Integrating the practical teaching of research methods
- Using technology to support learning
- Scaffolding writing skills and supporting wider reading
- Effective A Level preparation
- Sharing good practice in teaching and learning
- Developing understanding of the British context in an international environment

We warmly invite teachers of Sociology and other social sciences such as Psychology. All participants will have the opportunity to help create the agenda for the day and are expected to lead at least one session. We hope that we can all contribute in order to benefit everyone’s needs and interests. Please complete this form to register your interest in attending.

**Early bird**  RM175 per person
Book here before 31st January 2019

**Normal price**  RM200 per person
(Final confirmed bookings to be made here by 28th February 2019)

This will include lunches, tea breaks and relevant resources. Invoices will be issued two weeks before the JAWs commences.

If you need accommodation, we recommend staying at the Boulevard Hotel in Kuala Lumpur. Transport will be provided between the Boulevard and Alice Smith School. Please see the accommodation booking form for more information.

Please contact Emily Graham, HOD Sociology: hodsociology.ep@alice-smith.edu.my for further information.

An outstanding British education for a successful international future. For students... not for profit.